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Introduction

Ependymoma represents the third most common
childhood malignancy of the brain, accounting for
approximately 10% of all pediatric brain malignancies.1

The most common site of presentation is the posterior
fossa.1 Standard therapy involves maximal safe resection,
followed by radiation therapy (RT).2 The benefit of
chemotherapy (CHT) has not been demonstrated and re-
mains under investigation.3,4 Molecular analysis has
identified 2 groups within ependymomas of the posterior
fossa (PF-EPN) with distinct prognoses and characteris-
tics (Table 1): group A (PF-EPN-A) and group B (PF-
EPN-B).5,6 Grouping is prognostic, but World Health
Organization (WHO) II versus III grade designation is not
reliably prognostic.7-9 Therefore, current consensus
guidelines recommend that treatment decisions not be
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based solely on histopathologic characteristics but incor-
porate molecular analysis.10

To date, no prospective trials have been completed on
the basis of PF-EPN grouping to guide management.
Standard of care remains the same for both groups:
maximal safe resection, followed by RT. Both groups
have been shown to benefit from gross total resection on
retrospective analysis with the more favorable PF-EPN-B
patients still having significantly worse outcomes with
subtotal resection, as demonstrated in a large analysis by
Ramaswamy et al.11 This analysis also evaluated adjuvant
RT by group, but the conclusions were limited by com-
parisons across groups with different treatment strategies
and by patient numbers, and no benefit of adjuvant RT
was demonstrated for PF-EPN-B patients.11

H3K27me3 represents trimethylation of lysine on the
histone complex and has been shown to be a high-quality
and cost-effective test that discriminates PF-EPN-A from
PF-EPN-B, with loss of expression of this marker origi-
nally shown to overlap precisely with A grouping.12 A
more recent analysis of 112 pediatric ependymomas
with known methylation-based PF-EPN subgrouping
revealed a sensitivity of 99% and specificity of 100%
for H3K27me3 loss of expression in discerning the
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Table 1 Characteristics of ependymoma of the posterior fossa group A compared with group B

Group A Group B

- Predominantly infants and young children
- More common in male than female children
- Often more lateralized
- Hypothesized to be less amenable to gross total resection
- Carries a worse prognosis
- Chromosomal balance

- Predominantly children >5 y old
- More common in female than male children
- Centrally located
- Hypothesized to be more amenable to gross total resection
- Better prognosis
- Chromosomal instability
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subgroups, with the loss of H3K27me3 expression asso-
ciated with significantly worse progression-free and
overall survival.13 One of 40 cases with PF-EPN-B tu-
mors (2.5%) demonstrated a methylation array profile that
corresponded to PF-EPN-B but had an unexpected loss of
expression.13

Herein, we report on an additional case of an 8-year-
old patient with a posterior fossa anaplastic ependymoma
(WHO grade III) that harbors chromosomal instability
corresponding to the PF-EPN-B subgroup based on
chromosomal microarray analysis but has discordant loss
of H3K27me3 expression by immunohistochemistry. In
this context, we consider the patient’s presentation,
treatment, course, and implications of grouping for future
research and clinical trials.

Case

Initial presentation and resection

An 8-year-old male patient had progressive head-
aches over 1 year, eventually associated with nausea and
vomiting. The headaches worsened in severity, and he
was seen at the emergency department where a
computed tomography (CT) head scan demonstrated a
large partially cystic mass of the posterior fossa with
associated obstructive hydrocephalus. The patient un-
derwent an endoscopic third ventriculostomy with an
extra ventricular drain placement. A magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scan revealed a 7.8 � 7.0 � 8.0 cm mass
centered in the right foramen of Luschka versus the right
middle cerebellar peduncle with extension superiorly
into the supratentorial compartment (Figs 1A and B).
The patient underwent an extensive resection of both the
infratentorial and supratentorial components, using
intracranial neuronavigation, with a cerebellopontine
angle and posterior temporal craniotomy. The surgery
involved microdissection and exposure of the basilar
artery and facial and trigeminal nerves and an intra-
operative MRI. The resection was ultimately classified
as a subtotal resection given concern for residual dis-
ease, including in the fourth ventricle (Fig 1C). MRI of
the spine and postoperative lumbar puncture were
negative.
Pathology

The hematoxylin and eosinestained histologic sections
revealed a hypercellular neoplasm with widespread peri-
vascular pseudo-rosette formation, composed of cells with
fibrillary cytoplasmic processes and oval-to-elongated
nuclei with stippled chromatin (Fig 2A). Immunohisto-
chemical staining was performed on the formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded sections, and the neoplastic cells
tested positive for glial fibrillary acidic protein (poly-
clonal; Dako), supporting glial differentiation and high-
lighting perivascular cytoplasmic processes. No axons
were identified within the tumor by Neurofilament (clone
2F11; Dako), consistent with a solid growth pattern. In
few foci, the tumor cells were found to harbor para-
nuclear, dot-like expression of the epithelial membrane
antigen (clone E29; Dako). This immunostaining pattern
was consistent with an ependymoma. Many regions of the
ependymoma were hypercellular (exhibiting cells with
increased nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios and nuclear
crowding; Fig 2B) and harbored brisk mitotic activity (>6
mitoses per 10 consecutive 400� magnification fields).
Foci of tumor necrosis were also identified, supporting a
diagnosis of anaplastic ependymoma (WHO grade III).

The ependymoma cells showed widespread loss of
expression of H3K27me3 (clone C36B11; cell signaling;
Fig 2C). Chromosomal microarray analysis was per-
formed using molecular inversion probes on a whole
genome array (Affymetrix Oncoscan platform) and
demonstrated an abnormal molecular karyotype with
chromosomal instability, characterized by loss of whole
chromosomes 1 (including AJAP1), 3, 6, 9 (including
CDKN2A/B), 10 (including PTEN ), 11, 12, 14, 15, 16,
18, and X in approximately 50% of cells and loss of
chromosome 22 (including NF2) in 100% of cells (Fig 3).
Of note, no chromothriptic events on chromosome 11 or
abnormalities suggestive of a RELA or YAP1 rearrange-
ment were observed.



Figure 1 Pre- and postoperative imaging. (A) Axial T1 3-dimensional post-gad magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at presentation,
showing lateralized tumor with ventricular and brainstem compression and (B) supratentorial component. (C) Axial Se T1 post-gad
MRI, demonstrating resection with residual fourth ventricular disease, and (D) Axial T1 cub reformat post-gad MRI after receipt of
chemotherapy and second-look surgery
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Postoperative course, chemotherapy, and
subsequent treatment strategy

The patient’s postoperative course was complicated by
numbness and weakness of the right side of his face as
well as dysphagia and aspiration, infection, and changes
in speech, with initial reliance on a percutaneous endo-
scopic gastrostomy tube. He gradually improved in all
domains, tolerating a nectar thick liquid diet and solid
foods, with improvement in speech.

The patient was enrolled on ACNS 0831 and, given his
residual disease, received induction CHT, including
vincristine, carboplatin, and cyclophosphamide for cycle A
and vincristine, carboplatin, and etoposide for cycle B.
Baseline audiology examination before CHT revealed no
appreciable hearing on the right side. The patient underwent
reimaging per protocol, and residual enhancement previ-
ously noted was unchanged. After consultation with radia-
tion oncology and neurosurgery and a multidisciplinary
discussion, the patient underwent a re-resection of the fourth
ventricular disease with a posterior approach via the vermis
(Fig 1D). The patient recovered well from this second
operation with no new deficits. Pathology test results were
positive, revealing ependymal cells with treatment effect.

Radiation therapy

The patient was seen for consideration of adjuvant
RT, and treatment was recommended per protocol. A CT
simulation and MRI in treatment position were per-
formed. Treatment was delivered using pencil beam
scanning proton therapy and multifield optimization to a



Figure 2 (A) Hematoxylin and eosinestained sections reveal a hypercellular neoplasm with widespread perivascular pseudo-rosette
formation, characteristic of ependymoma (100� magnification). (B) Many regions of the ependymoma are hypercellular and harbor
brisk mitotic activity, supporting a diagnosis of anaplastic ependymoma (400� magnification). (C) Ependymoma cells show widespread
loss of expression of H3K27me3, and expression is retained in endothelial cells serving as positive internal controls (200�
magnification).
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dose of 5400 cGy in 30 fractions to the postoperative
tumor bed plus a 0.5 to 1.0 cm margin anatomically
constrained (clinical target volume [CTV] low) with a
cone down of 540 cGy in 3 fractions to the tumor bed,
Figure 3 Chromosomal microarray revealed widespread chromosom
12, 14, 15, 16, 18, and X in approximately 50% of cells and loss of
totaling 5940 cGy in 33 fractions (CTV high; Fig 4A).
CTV delineation was based on registration of pretreat-
ment diagnostic imaging and postoperative imaging to the
CT simulation and MRI in treatment position.
al instability with loss of whole chromosomes 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11,
chromosome 22 in 100% of cells.



Figure 4 Physical target dose coverage in color wash, (B) biologic model target dose coverage in color wash, and (C) dose-volume
histogram robustness curves of target coverage, with solid line representing the target coverage as planned and dashed lines representing
robustness for 3 mm of movement and 3% difference in tissue heterogeneity.
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A Monte Carloebased biologic model considering
linear energy transfer at the end of the range was used to
optimize the biologic dose with respect to organs at risk
(OARs; Fig 4B).14 Robustness curves were generated for
3 mm of movement in the X, Y, or Z direction and for
�3% change in tissue density calculation (Fig 4C).
Brainstem constraints were met with planning consider-
ations, including the trade-off between coverage and
OARs (Table 2). Daily kV imaging and weekly CT ver-
ifications were used.

The patient tolerated treatment, initially under anes-
thesia, but within the first week he no longer required
anesthesia and was able to lie still without discomfort or
anxiety. He had moderate skin erythema, patchy alopecia,
and continued but improved unsteadiness on his feet, with
physical therapy. He had a normal swallow study at the
end of treatment, relying on his percutaneous endoscopic
gastrostomy tube for hydration but not caloric needs, with
anticipated eventual removal. He continues in his first
year of follow-up, and his initial imaging after treatment
showed no evidence of disease.
Discussion

This patient’s case presents multiple considerations
in optimal management of pediatric patients with
anaplastic ependymoma and the trade-off of the benefits
of aggressive intervention with multiple surgeries, CHT,
and RT in comparison with treatment morbidity. Addi-
tionally, this patient’s pathologic findings represent what
is thought to be a rare entity: Discordance between
chromosomal analysis with multiple abnormalities as
defining the PF-EPN-B group, but with H3K27me3 loss
of expression, most common in PF-EPN-A (circa �99%)
and representing a rare finding (approximately 2.5%) in
PF-EPN-B.13

This case, in the context of prior series investigating
extent of surgical resection, PF-EPN grouping, and RT,
reveals the challenges inherent in treatment of pediatric
patients with PF-EPN and the challenges of future
studies attempting to base treatment recommendations
on molecular profiling. This patient is best classified in
the PF-EPN-B category, but he had a large invasive
tumor that required multiple surgeries with the likeli-
hood of, at minimum, significant residual microscopic
disease. Furthermore, PF-EPN-B tumors tend to occur in
the midline, whereas this lesion was lateralized, making
resection more challenging, including extension supra-
tentorially. PF-EPN-B tumors are also much more
common in older and typically female patients in com-
parison with this 8-year-old male patient.5,6 He had
marked chromosomal imbalances, but H3K27me3
expression was lost, which may be an adverse prog-
nostic factor, although there are insufficient data for
conclusion.



Table 2 Dose to organs at risk

Organ Dose

Brainstem
Maximum point dose 5741 cGy
D0.1 cc 5540 cGy
D50% 4856 cGy

Cochlea (right)
Maximum 5563 cGy
Mean 4949 cGy

Cochlea (left)
Maximum 2048 cGy
Mean 1805 cGy

Hippocampus (right)
Maximum 6039 cGy
Mean 5939 cGy
V23 Gy 100%

Hippocampus (left)
Maximum 5861 cGy
Mean 2267 cGy
V23 Gy 41.3%

Temporal (right)
Maximum 6166 cGy
Mean 3007 cGy

Temporal (left)
Maximum 6111 cGy
Mean 1230 cGy

Pituitary
V40 Gy 61.2%
Mean 4218 cGy

Spinal cord
Maximum 4763 cGy
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Trials are in development to investigate de-escalation
of therapy, including omission of RT for PF-EPN-B pa-
tients, but whether treatment de-escalation for this patient
would be advisable remains unclear. Recurrences in PF-
EPN-B patients can occur late in a patient’s course, and
surgery alone may be curative in only 50% of patients,
making patterns of failure, long-term 10- to 20-year
follow-up, and the ability to salvage failures all primary
considerations.15 Within PF-EPN-B patients, heteroge-
neity exists in terms of molecular features, with poten-
tially 5 distinct subgroups identified by Cavalli et al.15

Additionally, their analysis revealed loss of 13q as an
adverse prognostic factor for progression-free survival
(hazard ratio, 3.88; P Z .0041) whereas 1q gain does not
appear to be prognostic for PF-EPN-B (as demonstrated
for PF-EPN-A).15 This extensive work remains to be
validated, but further stratification or subgrouping of PF-
EPN-B may be possible. The patient presented herein did
not have 13q loss or 1q gain.

In summary, multidisciplinary input is warranted, and
future trials will need to address the heterogeneity of pre-
sentations of an already rare entity: heterogeneities in extent
of resection, molecular features, age and related morbid-
ities, and location of disease. Furthermore, the patients who
are the most likely to benefit from de-escalation of therapy
are those who are least likely to experience the most severe
side effects of RT: older patients with midline tumors with
potentially less radiation dose to critical OARs. At present,
our recommendation is for adjuvant RT as described for all
PF-EPN-A and PF-EPN-B patients, with consideration of
omission or de-escalation of a carefully selected lowest-risk
cohort in the setting of a clinical trial, ideally randomized,
with long-term follow up and robust molecular analysis,
weighing the impact of adjuvant treatment and primary
disease control with deferred RT and the potential for
salvage in the setting of recurrence.
Conclusions

Epigenetic profiling of PF-EPN tumors offers an
effective way to characterize PF-EPN-A versus PF-EPN-
B grouping. However, the optimal management of pa-
tients with more favorable PF-EPN-B lesions remains to
be determined prospectively, and the best treatment based
on current evidence involves gross total resection fol-
lowed by adjuvant RT. Furthermore, H3K27me3 acts as a
sensitive and specific correlate to PF-EPN grouping, but
patients such as the case reported herein can have chro-
mosomal abnormalities designating a PF-EPN-B classifi-
cation but demonstrate H3K27me3 loss of expression.
The implications, true frequency, and prognosis of such
patients remain to be determined. Further clinical, path-
ologic, and molecular data are needed to identify select
populations in which escalation of therapy is warranted
and where de-escalation of therapy may be evaluated in
the setting of a clinical trial.
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